I asked the gym manager. Anyone interested in this opportunity should contact Emma Rogers Room 150 Monday, December 5, at 4 o'clock for more information.

UNVEIL LIKENESS OF MRS. E. H. RICHARDS

Bass-Relief by Miss Bashka Paefl
 Proto Association of Alumni

(Continued From Page 1)

"4'4, Alice F. Blood '98, E. W. Gillings, P. E., Miss Bashka Paefl, and Miss Margaret Haskell Paefl, who have been chosen by Mrs. Ellen H. Richards' counsellor, Mr. James F. M. Fawcett, to discuss the question:

"How Will Pressure Affect the Absorption Spectrum of Benzene?"

Professor Walter C. Schumb of Harvard-Tech Chemical Laboratory will speak on "Progress in Chemical Engineering" next Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock in Cabide. Professor Schumb has made a series of papers on the subject of "Engineering Chemistry as a Fundamental Subject for Technological Education." He has also been in charge of the "Chemical Engineering Course" at Harvard University, and is now a member of the faculty of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Rapid Progress Is Being Made on Lab STEAM LAB ENGINE IS BEING IMPROVED

New Cylinder is Installed and Valve Gear Altered

Changes and improvements are being made on the steam engine in the Sloman Laboratory. For the present, this engine has been in regular testing experiments carried on in the Student Engine Room. Now, it is understood that a new cylinder is being installed, and the valve gear, and the work is being done by the Sloman Engineering Company, original manufacturer of the engine.

The explicable piston valve is being used for both the steam and air, and the work is at present going on in the area surrounding the valve gear may be quickly removed. When the expansion is high, the piston valve is non-conforming. This is necessary to avoid the excessive exhaust valves in the present expansion ratio.

Speaker at Unveiling of Richards Memorial

William F. Widmayer '76

Fourth Concert Of Series Takes Place Tomorrow

Prominent Interpreter of Modern Music Will Explain All


controlled, it is definitely a moral victory..." It is expected that the changes will take place in the new year, and there is little time to be wasted on the matter. There are thirty-nine freshmen in all on the field, but there is no evidence that any of them will be chosen especially for the team, the ability of the players to prove their own interest and selection for the team."

"Technique" CALLS FOR 31 CANDIDATES

Technique announces that the final selection of candidates will be held on the 3rd of December. The group will be made up of 31 candidates, and will consist of the best students in the college. This group will then be narrowed down to 15, and the final choice will be made. The choice will be made by the committee, and the names of the candidates will be announced.

Boat, Dalton & Church

40 Kilby Street Boston

INSURANCE OF ALL KINDS

CROSTON & CARR CO.
Clothiers, 72 Summer St.
To Rent

New Colleage

TUXEDOS

$1.50

Complete Outfitters

in our cash Clearance Sale

John Winters & Sons, Ltd.
ENGLISH FOOTWEAR

were $12.50

were $10.35

Not a shoe in stock over 2 months old

LANGROCK

1436 MASSACHUSETTS AVE., HARVARO SQUARE

in Cash

in our cash Clearance Sale

John Winters & Sons, Ltd.

ENGLISH FOOTWEAR

were $14.00

were $12.50

were $10.35

Not a shoe in stock over 2 months old